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Leader for DB “Developmental Gene Regulatory Networks” CollectionFollowing is a small, eclectic selection of papers on the theme of
Gene Regulatory Networks for Development, published in special
recognition of the 50th Anniversary of the founding of this Journal,
which occurred in 1959. This prompts reﬂection on the almost
inconceivable intellectual distance that separates the developmental
biology of 1959 from that here represented. In 1959, when I was a
second year graduate student, developmental biology was a largely
nucleus- and gene-free area of experiment and observation; it was
focused to a great extent on entirely undeﬁned signaling factors and
their effects on regional embryonic fates; on (semi-relevant)
biophysical processes, on bioenergetics; on shapes; on description
and more description of developmental processes. There was little
logic and hardly any molecular biology in development. There were
to be sure some few exceptional scientists whose minds were of a
much more forward cast, several of whom I was lucky enough to
meet. They, such as Jean Brachet and Jack Schultz, and my own boss,
Alfred Mirsky, were always interested in nucleic acids and genes in
development, and they understood clearly the inescapable logical
force of the concept that development is a direct output of the
genetic apparatus. Those of us who had a fair education in classical,
turn-of-the (previous) century cell biology, were vaguely aware that
developmental biology was by our time oriented in a completely
different direction from where it had seemed to be headed when EB
Wilson wrote his unequalled 3rd Edition of The Cell in Development
and Heredity in 1925; both the cell and the heredity had somehow0012-1606/$ – see front matter © 2010 Published by Elsevier Inc.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2010.03.020been greatly deemphasized, almost to extinction. Yet as Wilson's
1896 edition even demonstrates, and as is amply illustrated by the
brilliant Boveri experiments of the ﬁrst decade of the 20th century,
by Morgan’s early successes with ﬂy genes that affect developmen-
tal process, and by other advances, many scientists of that time
were already squarely on the gene-centric track that, a century later,
has turned into the superhighway to mechanistic understanding of
causal developmental process. The modern science of developmen-
tal biology can be thought of as having arisen from these older
embers, powered by the fortuitous invasion of molecular biology in
the decade following the founding of this Journal, and from the next
decade on, by the return of genetics to the problem of understand-
ing development. Now, as the following papers all illustrate, our
ﬁeld has again morphed into something very different. It is as
removed from the developmental biology of the 60s, 70s and 80s as
that was from the embryology of the 50s. These papers exemplify
the novel combination of formerly disparate ﬁelds that now propels
discovery in gene network developmental biology: the thoughts and
technologies of systems biology, genomics, engineering, and
regulation molecular biology have hybridized with development
and evolution to generate a new intellectual vehicle. As occurs in
biological evolution, new forms arise and mold the shapes of the
future.
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